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"At a Meeting held in the Young Men's
Association Rooms, on Thursday, January 22nd, 1874,
present--Messrs David Robertson, Win. Ogilvie,
Thomas Berry, John :Nelson, James Brebner, Win.
Fullerton, John Thomson, David Brown, William
Morrison, Robert Brown, and Stephen Cooke--it was
resolved that a :Naturalists' Society be formed." This

is the first entry in the first minute book of the
Dundee Naturalists' Society, and from this it will be
seen that on the 22nd of January 1895, the Society
fulfilled the twenty-first year ot an active and useful
existence.

I am informed, that, previous to the starting of our
Society, two or three Associations for the study of

Natural History had been organised in Dundee, but
these, enduring for a few months or years, came to a
premature end. Thanks to Mr A. C. Lamb, whose

labours in the collection of the periodical literature
of Dundee, deserve the highest commendation, I

have had the privilege of reading some parts of
the Transactions of a Society, which was instituted as
early as 1828, with the name of "The Gleaners of
Nature." From these records it would appear that
the life and soul of the Gleaneiÿs centred in Mr Win.
Gardiner, the enthusiastic and capable naturalist, of
whom our Secretary gave an account at last meeting.
He made very systematic botanical, zoological, and
meteorological observations, he read most of the
communications, he wrote the Transactions from
week to week, and even kept the members alive to the

duty of regularly reading and circulating his Journal.
The members of that body did not pretend, any
more than we do, "to be men of science, but learners,
not husbandmen, but gleaners in the field of nature."
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"What can be more delightful," says the preface-of
Vol. I of the Transactions, "than for a few select
friends to meet in harmony,, and converse on the
wonders of Creative Love. The contemplation of
nature is the celestial---4)atm of heaven, which

captivates the soul and attracts it thither, it is the
needle which continually points to these blessed
regions, it is the powerful current that binds it to the

bountiful Creator, and it is the ladder which leads to
the glorious source of universal goodness." The
Transactions grew into "The Gleaners' New Album,"
and sundry other circulating papers in¢ Natural
History, written in Mr Gardiner's own hand. These,
however, were discontinued in 1835, at which date
the number of readers appears to have dwindled
down to four.

The Dundee Naturalists' Association was started

in 1847, with the object of advancing and popularising
general and local Natural History. ÿr Geo. Lawson,
now Professor of Natural History in Nova Scotia, was
the'President, and Mr W M. Ogilvie the Secretary.
Before this, an interesting manuscript Journal had
been issued by Mr Lawson, which was subsequently

continued by Mr Ogilvie, under the title of ÿ'The
:Natural History and Literary Magazine." These and
other papers may be seen in Mr Lamb's collection, by
members who are interested in them.
A Microscopical Society of a more or less private
character, I understand, also existed before 1870, but
of this I have no particulars. Two of its members,
then, or since, made important additions to :Natural
History. Mr John Hood, F.R.M.S., long the able
curator of the Society's ÿuseum, by his discoveries of
new gotifers, and Mr Richard Rattray,'by his "finds"
among the Diatomaeem.
It was among the frequenters of the shop of Mr
George Lowdon, Optician, that the starting of a new
society was first talked over. Afterÿ sundry conversations between Mr Lowdon, Mr W. M. Ogilvie,

Mr Alfred Guthrie, and Mr Stephen Cooke, (who was,
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at-that time, Science Teacher in the Y,M.C.A)
the last-named undertook to call the meeting at which
the Society was formed. The first Office-bearers
elected were :--

President :
Mr W, M. OGILVIE.

Vice-Pÿ'esidents :
Mr DAVID BROWN and Mr ALFRED GUTtÿRIE.

Secretary :
Mr STP, etIEN COOKE.
rreÿ$y,rÿl• :

Mr JoHN TÿoÿsoN.

Members of Council :
Mr JOÿN HOOD, mr JAs. BaEBNER, ]Vlr W. B. SIMSON.

All of these, I believe, still maintain their interest
in some branch or branches of natural science. We

are particularly glad to think we have still among
us such a veteran naturalist as our first President,

Bailie Ogilvie.

He worked long and zealously

among his favourite plants, and to-day he worthily
connects us with the earlier efforts made to find for
botany and zoology, a place among the institutions
in this city. In more recent years it must have been
to him, a source of much gratification to see the

facilities for the diffusion of a knowledge of :Natural
Science steadily growing in our midst.
Of the members present at the first meeting, and
whose names :[ have read, two are dead ; (1) Mr David
Robertson, for many years .tÿhe zealous President of
the D.Y.1VfoCÿ.A., and who laboured as earnestly for
the social and intellectual welfare of young men in

Dundee, as it is well known he did, for their spiritual
improvement; (2) Mr Win. Fnllerton, whom I had
not the pleasure of knowing, but who, I am told, was
in the employment of Messrs Gourlay, and may be
well remembered by other members.
,i
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Since its formation the Society has had the
following as its chief office-bearers :-I.

Presidents:
1874-75.
1875-76.
1876-78.
1878-82.
Mr W. M. Ogilvie,
1882-84.
Dr James Rorie,
1884-86.
Mr W. N. Walker, F.G.S.
Mr James Durham, F.R.S E. 1886-90.
Professor D'Arcy Thompson, 1890-94.
Mr W. M. Ogilvie, F.B.S.

Mr Alfred Guthrie,
Mr Albert Grothe,

II.

Hon. Treasurers :

1874.
1874-76

Mr John Thomson,
Mr John Donaldson,
Mr Allan Mathewson,
Mr John Nelson,
Mr Alex. Simpson,
Mr Alex. Hutton, F.L.S.

Mr Fred J. Hambly, F.I.Co

1876-79.
1879-80.
1880-88.
1888-94.
1894.

III. Hen. Secretaries :
Mr Stephen Cooke,

1874.

Mr Wm. Morrison,

1874-77.
1877-79.
1879-84.

Mr John Thomson,
Mr Frank W. Young,

Jointly
Jointly

W

1884-88.

J. Martin White.
Mr Frank W. Young.

1888-91.

Mr A. P. Stevenson.

1891-92.

Jointly{Mr R.N.
Kerr,
A. P. Stevenson,
Mr A. P. Stevenson.

J,intly Mr James Corr.

1892 till now.

IV. Curators of Museum.

Mr Alfred Guthrie.
Mr John Hood.
Mr J. Martin White.
Mr James Corr.

Time would altogether fail me to tell of all who
have worked side by side with, and supported the
hands of, those whom I have mentioned. Many have
aided in divers ways, but I am bound here to specially
name Mr A. C. Lamb, the Convener of Conversazione

Committees and Superintendent of the Society's
Exhibitions, to whose forethought, skill, and attention
to every detail, we may attribute the almost phenomenal success of our many social gatherings.
The defined aims of the Society have never been

altered. They still read as ibllows :ÿ" The objects of
the Society shall be the promotion and study of all
departments of natural science, by the exhibition
and preservation of specimens, by reading of
communications, by lectures, excursions, and the
formation of a library and museum." lÿow, I take

it to be my pleasing duty, on this occasion, to briefly
show in what respects these objects have been attained
in the interval which has elapsed since the creation
of the Society 21 years ago. In so doing, I trust I

shall not be blamed, if, with the short time at my
disposal, I now speak of events, rather than of persons,
and with no more bias than is to be expected from
one who has had constant oificial relations with all

that has taken place in the Society for a period of
over 17 years.

The Society's work in the promotion of the study
of natural science we can perhaps most satisfactorily
and briefly review under the following heads :--

(1) Papers and Lectures.

(2) Exhibitions.
Excursions.

Library.
I.--PAP]ÿRS AND L]ÿ(ÿTURES,

So far as I can make out, 234 papers and
lectures have been given at over 200 meetings of the

Society, and this number is independent of the
papers read at the physical, biological, and geological
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sections which have been in existence from time to
time. The subjects of the pap.ers range throughout
whole domain ot natural science. Many of the
communications wine of great merit, embodying
as they did the results of careful study and painstaking
observation. In a number of instances naturalists
t?om a distance favoured us, and we have always been
gratetul to them for their kmdness in coming to give
us the benefit of their researches. At the earlier
meetings there was often much discussion of the
subjects brought before the Society--more particularly do I remember some heavy skirmishes over
the then much debated doctrine of Evolution. There
were among us some few ardent disciples of Spencer
and of Darwin, and they hesitated not to proclaim
their belietg, even although these were viewed at the
time with no little suspicion. Now, everyone appears
to accept, in a general way, the main idea of evolution.
It has worked its way so effectively into the warp

and woof of human thought that it is now as little
doubted by intelligent people as is the theory of
universal gravitation. Diflbrences of opinion as to
the relative values of the fÿctors in such a complex
problem as organic evolution there are, and will no
doubt continue to be, and it strikes me that a tbw good

going disputatmns on this subject are yet possible at
luture meetings. My predecessor in the chair has
been giving serious attention to some phases of the

question, and might well lead off with a digest of
his wews.

It is hardly necessary for me to state that the
ordinary meetings, and the papers and lectures given
thereat, continue to form an important part of the
Society's work. We have all along considered it
essential that we should have brought before us from
time to time the results of recent research and growth
of opinion. In these days when there is so much
activity in all departments of science, it is surely an
advantage to us all that one, familiar with a
particular subject, should give to his tÿllows some
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brief account of progress in tÿe subject he has
made his own.
It is very desirable we should
hear of what is being done by local workers
in Science, who, while communicating their papers to
some central scientific society, would otherwise have
neither recognition nor encouragement among their
own townsmen. I think it has been a very gratifying
feature of these later years, that the Professors of
.University College have taken a marked interest

m the Society, and have cordially contributed to its
work.

We sought, early in our history, to establish a
public or popular course of scientific lectures by
eminent scientists. The first attempt was made in

1875 and it was repeated each yeaÿ till 1879,
Mr R. A. Proctor, Sir Archibald Geikie, Professor

Williamson, Dr Carpenter and others giving admirable
lectures on interesting topics. The expense was, however, very considerable, and it was made abundantly
evident to the Council at the time, that these lectures
could only be continued, and be of real servicÿ to the
working classes in Dundee, if money could be found
wherewith to endow them, so as to permit the doors

being opened to the public at small charges of
admissiorÿ.

Application was made through Dr.

Carpenter to have the benefits of the Gilchrist
Educational Trust extended to Dundee and district,
and this, after some little delay, was granted in 1882.
Six lectures constituted the course, and each
lecture was delivered in Perth, Brechin, Montrose,
and Kirkcaldy, as well as in our own Kinnaird Hall.
The lecturers were sent us by the Trust, the only

stipulation being that we provided 800 seats at a
charge of ld. All other expenses were met by the
Society's Council The audiences were enormous, and
many will remember the rare treat we had in listening
to Sir Robert :Ball, Dr. Dallinger, Dr. James Geikie,
Dr. Andrew Wilson, and others. Am I right in
saying" that the great success of this course, and of

the Combe Lectures delivered by Dr Andrew Wilson
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led the Armitstead Trustees to resolve to apply the
funds realised from the disposal of the Working
Men's Club, to establishing those annual courses of
lectures, literary and scientific, which are now so

popular ?
II. EXHIBITIONS.

It is with genuine satisfaction that I now speak
of the scientific exhibitions, which were at one time

held by the Society. They originated in the feeling
that arose in the minds of several that the excellent
collections of apparatus and specimens brought
together, in order to make the Society's Conversaziones
attractive and novel, were worthy of more exhaustive
examination and study than could be given at a social
meeting. The first of these Exhibitions was opened
to the public in January, 1877. The Dundee
Advertiser, speaking of this one, at the time, said :"The Conversazione and Exhibition in connection
with the Dundee :Naturalists' Society opened last
night with such brilliance and eclat as must have
gratified the most sanguine member, and proved in the
most unmistakable manner that this special eiÿort of

the Society has met with the heartiest approval and
support of the public .... An entertainment on such an
extensive scale, and devoted as it is to purely scientific
purposes, and embracing many most interesting
exhibits and experiments, has never before taken
place in Dundee, and is certainly worthy of the growing reputation of t, he Society Every visitor appeared
exceedingly delighted and interested, and in malÿy
cases much instructed, while,from the hour of opening
till the hour of closing expressions of surprise and
admiration were general. The scene which the hall
presented, when viewed from the side galleries, was
lively and magnificent. The decorations and brilliant

illumination of the hall combined to give great effect
to the extensive display of the interesting objects
provided to gratify and instruct, and in this the
Committee entrusted with the preliminary arrangements have been singularly successihl, and deserve the
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greatest credit."

Throughout the four days on

which this Exhibition was open upwards of 5000
people visited it.
A more extensive collection of scientific objects

was brought together in the Kinnaird Hall in the
following year, and the exhibition was kept open for
10 days, during which time, it was nightly crowded
by interested visitors. Looking over the Catalogue
reminds me not only of the very large collection which

was then displayed but of the very busy time some of
us had in playing the part of showmen.
The greatest success the Society has as yet
attained in this direction was, however, when
encouraged by pIevious successes, the Councilÿ in 1880,

resolved on holding another Exhibition, this time, in
the Great Hall of the Albert Institute. Local private
collections were, in the most generous manner possible,

placed at the disposal of the Society, while many at a
distance cordially co-operated in forwarding rare and
interesting pieces of scientific apparatus and natural
history specimens. Such a large and varied collection
was never before, and has not since been seen in
Dundee. It was kept open for a full fortnight, and

even at the end of that time the Council had to
consider various representations made to them to
continue the exhibition for some days longer. It was
visited by many thousands of people, and, on several
evenings, I remember, the hall was so inconveniently
crowded that arrangements had to be made for some
of the demonstrations being given in the picture
gallery and ante-rooms, so as to relieve the pressure
in the Great Hall. Members in charge were unsparing of their time and energies. Willing and able,

they were to be found at the tables night after night
looking after the numerous microscopes, and showing
various objects with them, keeping the apparatus in
order, or pointing out their uses and applications, seeking no other reward than to interest and instruct our
numerous visitors. Another feature was the delivery
of abundantly illustrated lectures on some of the more
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important exhibits. The interest taken in all the
exhibitions was undoubtedly great, and I believe
their educational value was in proportion to their
popularity. I have often heard them spoken of since
with evident pleasure, and even with gratitude Only
a week or two ago one who has risen in later years from
the position of a working mechanic, assured me in all
earnestness that these exhibitions had exerted upon
himself, and many of his fellows an abiding influence
for good. They were stimulating in a high degree,
and brought our more intelligent working men into

intimate and practical relation with the important
inventions of the time. It was at these gatherings
that the various improvements in electric lighting were
shown as each came to tile front, from Jablockhoff
candles, which we abundantly satisfied ourselves were
far fÿom satisfactory, to Swan lamps, which were
at the time correctly enough designated "the lights of

the future" We had the phonograph writing and
speaking, very early after its invention was made
known. The telephone and microphone were familiar
to all in Dundee, who cared for these things long
before any steps had been taken to secure their
effective combination in the transmission of telephonic
messages. In biological matters too we had a vast
accumulation of much that was of interest. :New
microscopes, improved lenses, recently discovered
diatoms and rotifers, large collections of moths and
butterflies, birds and birds' eggs, fossils, antiquities,

and, in point of fact, everything that had either local
or general interest was there for the instruction of the
people. It all comes back to one like some exhilirating "exhalation of the dawn."
But what of the advances which have been made
in the intervening" years ? The electric light is now in
the streets and shops of Dundee. The telephone is in
very office. Large collections of scientific apparatus
are to be found in everyday use within University
College and some of our higher schools. Indeed

since our last big exhibition, University College has
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of itself on several occasions made a most satisfactory
show both of apparatus and natural history specimens.
If ever anything on the lines of our largest effort
should again be attempted, as with advantage to the

great body of the people may well be done in the near
future, ][ would urge co-operation with other local
Scientific Societies which have more recently come into
existence. In this way there could perhaps be brought

together a sufficiently attractive display to make an
Exhibition really representative of the progress of
the time.
III.--EXCURSIONS.

In order to permit members to become
familiar with, or to work up the flora, fauna, or geology
of the district, excursions were at one time undertaken every summer. I cannot pretend to judge of
their scientific value, but I feel bound to say that
many of them I enjoyed exceedingly. Few
things, for instance, could be more delightful than

were the dredging expeditions outside the Tay, which
are for ever to be associated with the name of Mr.
Allan Mathewson. There were always abundance of
"finds" of marine objects, and many of these have
found a resting place in the Society's Museum. Other
specimens, were afterwards utilised in providing the
needed nourishment for the few explorers, who, to
their own sorrow, had been engaged for some part of

the day in feeding some of the beasts they were in
search of. We had usually with us some prominent
Naturalist who knew the organisms that were brought
on board, and who described to members their structureand habits. These excursions were in every way
eminently satisfactory to those who could put on their
sea legs, and keep them on throughout the day.
For the successful continuance of such excursions
it is essential to have as leaders one or more enthusiastic naturalists and good fellows. That is the
reason why, for instance, the Perthshire Society of

:Natural Science has been able to keep their excursions
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going, year after year, ever since I can recollect. We
have ourselves experienced the advantage which
followed from having such capable leaders as Colonel
Drummond Hay, or the late greatly lamented Dr.
:Buchanan White. There are those in the Society
who have been with them on more than one occasion

and have shared in the confidence and good will they
inspired. Those who were with us when, for instance,
Colonel Drummond Hay acted as conductor in a joint
excursion with the Perthshire Society to Tent's
Muir, will remember it with lively pleasure. A
fine old Scottish gentleman, a keen ornithologist, and
a capable botanist, his observations during the day,
and the narration of his varied experiencesÿ were alike
a source of instruction and of delight to us all. The

Dundee Working iVIen's Field Club now very well
maintains this phase of the earlier activities of our
Society. May it prosper X Our aims are common ; we are both seeking to extend the boundaries
of natural knowledge as far as each may, and some
day soon, perhaps we may find that, in union there
is strength and advantage.
Iÿi'.--IYIUS]ÿUM.

I have not the requisite knowledge to speak to
you at length on the growth of the Society's Museum
and I am sorry to say it did not occur to me, until too
late, to ask our Curator, Mr James Corr, to report on
this for me. Howeverÿ I think ÿ[ am safe in saying
that the collections which have so far been made are
by no means to be despised. I have always heard the
herbariumÿ the moths and butterfiiesÿ the specimens

of birds of the Tay Valley and of their eggs and the
local rocks and fossils, spoken of in terms of praise
Doubtless a good deal yet remains to be done in order
to make these collections entirely representative of the
botany and zoology of the district. There is, however, a good nucleus already there, and I should like
to see the members of the Society set definitely before
themselves the duty of an early completion of the
Museum on the lines already laid down, In this
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duty, all local naturalists would cordially co-operate.
it is very desirable that we should make an endeavour
to do for Forfarshire what has been so well done by
the Perthshire naturalists for their County. They
have made their Museum a model of what a local
:Natural History Museum should be, and they have
shown what can be done by two or three individuals,
with the requisite knowledge, leisure, enthusiasm, and
public spirit. Our specimens, as will be known, were
some years ago carefully re-arranged and classified, and
are now well shown and cared for, in their proper place,
alongside the more general collection of objects in the
City Museum, where they are readily accessible to
all.

[

[i

Y.--LIBRARY.

Every year since the starting of the Society some
money has been spent on books, and these, along with
many others which have been from time to time
presented to the Society, make a fairly large and valuable library, more particularly of works of reference.
The mention of our having a complete set of British
Museum natural history catalogues, a number of
volumes of Palseontographical and Ray Societies'
publications, the numerous splendid official reports of
the Challenger Expedition, Sowerby's Botany,
Jardine's Naturalist's Library, Lord Lilfordÿs Birds,
and many others, may serve to show the excellent
character of the library which has been brought
together, and will give assurance that we have not
been forgetful of this part of our duty. Additions
continue to be made, and, in their present comfortable
quarters in University College the books are being
extremely well cared for. There has been, and indeed
there still exists some little difference of opinion as to
their present exact location in the College, but I think
all the same we are in very general agreement that, in

the College, the library is admirably serving the purpose
tbr which it was brought together.
And now, as I near the end, I trust my short
summary will leave the impression I have wished to

+1
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convey, namely, that each of the objects with which the
Society started out twenty-one years ago, has in some
fair measure been attained. The desire to do well has
been there, and the measure in which the aims of
the Society have been carried out has been a measure
of the means, and of the time, at the disposal of those
who have been trusted with its management. If it
is kept in mind that the members who have done most
for the Society have had to find the scant leisure for
its duties from among the afiairs of an active every-

day life, then I put it that the record of work
accomplished will stand careful examination and
honest criticism.
M]ÿMBERSHIP.

The number of members composing the Society
during its existence has been a very variable quantity,
and is worthy of something more than a passing
notice. Starting with a very few members in 1874, there
was a rapid increase until 1881, when we had 340
ordinary members, 119 Associates, and 14 Honorary
and Corresponding Members, a total of 473. This
was our maximum number, and since then a decrease

year by year has been evident At that time the
number, however, was abnormally high, fostered
as the membership was, by the excitement of
conversaziones and exhibitions, in attending which
members and associates had many advantages.
"What I mean to say isÿ that the number of members
was out of all proportion to the interest in other
departments of the Society's work, as judged, for
instance, by the attendance at the ordinary meetings
of the Society. It was impossible to maintain such a
strain upon the energies of members, or on the finances
of the Society as the exhibitions incurred, great as
we claim their benefits to have been, and it is remarkable

that even with the greatly diminished membership of
the present time the financial position of the Society
is more satisfactory than it was in 1882, when the

heavy financial burdens of the exhibitions had to be
borne. Several other societies kindred to our own, if
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not in one or two cases actual offshoots, have also
sprung up in our midst--

(1.) The Society of Architecture, Science, and'Art.

(2.) The Dundee and North of Scotland Institute of
Mechanical Engineers, better known as the
Dundee Mechanical Society.

(3.) The Dundee Photographic Society.
(4.) The Dundee Working Men's Field Club.
(5.)

The Horticultural Association.

(6.) The Dundee Physical Society.
Each of these Societies carried of[ a certain
number of membersj who naturally felt a preference
for the Association which favoured, more particularly,

the subject or subjects professed by them. Looked
at in this way, instead of there being any falling off in
the number of those interesting themselves in scientific

subjects in the City, there has really been a very
considerable increase.

This record would be incomplete if I did not
mention the groat extension of science teaching which
has taken place since we started into life. I cannot
give you exactly the numbers in attendance at the

Graphic Science Subjects in the High School in session
1873-74, probably about 100 individuals at'most, but
in the third report of the Science School in the Young
Men's Christian Association, I find that in all eightyfour individual students entered in that year for the

Science Subjects taught by Mr Stephen Cooke. Well
I am not exaggerating in the slightest when I say that
at the present time there are over 1100 individuals

attending Science and Technological Subjects in
University College, Technical Institute, D.Y.M.C.A,
High School, Harris and Morgan Academies. Many
of those students are taking two or a greater number
of subjects, and I would estimate the probable total
attendance at these classes this year at something over
2,400. I am not taking into account the classes in
ordinary Art subjects, for if we do so, we must add

another 260 or 300 individuals. This in evening
schools. But great things have also been done in the

i
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High School and the Harris and Morgan Academies for
day scholars. Compare a school prospectus for this
session with one in 1874, and see what progress has
been made in the introduction of science subjects.
School life is not all gerund-grinding now-a-days.
In each of the schools I have mentioned, you

will find a well-equipped School Laboratory whore
pupils can work out a series of lessons in Practical
Chemistry. Workshops are also there for hand and eye
training. Even the beginnings of a School Museum of
:Natural History may be found in each of these schools.

You will agree with me that such things wore hardly
thought of 21 years ago.

Mechanics, Physics,

Chemistry and Physiology have found their proper
places in the ordinary school curricula, and we may be
sure Botany and Zoologymalready introduced in the
form of illustrated easy science lessons--will ore long
play a more important part in the education of the
young. Children take as naturally to the study of
plants and animals as they do to outdoor games, and,

if properly guided by a competent teacher, who will
take the trouble to give his bones and other structures
the necessary vitality, instead of more names, a great

deal could be done to diffuse more widely a knowledge
of :Natural History. This too, without in any degree

adding either to the burden of books carried to and
from school, or increasing the amount of preparatory
home work which is already heavy enough. Rather,

I take it, the :Natural History lessons could be made
to form a reinvigorating break in the monotony of

the ordinary and very essential linguistic and
mathematical exercises.
I cannot well conclude without making mention,
however brief, of the Institution in which we are now

privileged to meet. University College came into
existence through local munificence twelve years ago.

At first starting with five Chairs the number has
already boon doubled, and the additional Professorships
include Biology, Botany, Physiology, and Anatomy.
Each of the Departments has an excellent equipment.
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There i$ already a large and rapidly growing Museum
of :Natural History, which is, and will remain an
enduring monument to the collecting" activity of the
present occupant of the chair of Biology. A Botanic
Garden has also appeared in the grounds of the
College, and a Botanical Museum is in course of
formation in the hands of our old friend Professor
Geddes. University College is to-day a power for
educational good in our midst, and when matters are

finally and satisfactorily adjusted with the University
of St. Andrews, as adjusted they will shortly be, then
I think we may see great and worthy developments of
its important work.
In making this all too brief review of twenty-one
years' educational progress along the lines of our own
studies, I cannot of course claim that this has been a
necessary consequence of the earlier work of our
Society in Dundee. At the same time I am bound to
say that from the factors determining that progress the
Society's influence cannot in justice be eliminated.
In conclusion, I have no desire to dictate any
special lines of action in the future, but shall merely
summarise shortly what I have already indicated
may well continue to be the functions which a Society

like ours should discharge in this Community.
I lay stress on the duty that lies before us of
completing the Society's Museum, and of making it

entirely representative oi the Geology and Biology
of this district. The Library also must be developed
by constant additions, for as the number of those who

are being systematically trained in :Natural Science
increases, so should the necessity of having a really
good reference library on the subjects embraced.

The main body of the members of the Society
have also to be kept in sympathetic touch with the
Biological and Physical Sciences, and with that Mm,
the ordinary meetings of the Society must, in my
opinion, be maintained, and papers read or lectures
delivered as heretofore. The physicists and chemists
hived off a year or two ago, and formed an independent
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Society. I have never heard any good reasons why
they did not remain with us as a section. Their
autonomy was perfect, and we willingly undertook
certain respons!bilities in encouraging their work.
The fact remains that we now have a separate

organisation for the study of chemical and physical
phenomena, and under the good influence of an
inspiring genius who has lately returned to his native

city is beginning to exhibit unwonted activity.
Might I suggest that perhaps we could still work
together in maintaining the series of papers read and
lectures delivered at our ordinary meetings ? The
committes of the two Societies might well arrange

between them the yearly syllabus, making it partly
physical, and partly biological, Each Society.
would, of course, still have meetings for special or
more technical work. In my view the presently exist-

ing Biological Section ought to merge into the whole
Society, and thus have as its members, physiologists,
anatomists and geologists, as well as zoologists and
botanists. A high degree of specialisation is no doubt
a marked characteristic of the scientific work of the
time, but in concentrating ourselves on our own lines,

we ought not I think, to lose sympathetic touch with
one another, or the stimulating effect of the labours
of others on our own.

With all that has been done during these years,
there are yet many of our fellow townsmen whose
lives are still sadly deficient in that variety, colour,
and brightness, which an interest in some branch of
Science is so well fitted to bestow. Among such it
is still our duty to encourage observation and study
of the world of life around them, and to inculcate the
blessings of a well spent leisure. :No one on this side
the grave need ever be dull or idle. Sir Arthur
Helps speaks to the point when he says to those who
complain of dullness,--" What! dull, when you do
not know what gives its loveliness of form to the
lily, its depth of eolour to the violet, its fragrance to
the rose; when you do not know in whÿt consists the
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venom of the adder, any more than you can imitate
the glad movements of the dove. What ! dull, when
earth, air, and water are all alike mysteries to you,
and when as you stretch out your hand you do not

touch anything, the properties of which you have
mastered, while all the time nature is inviting you
to talk earnestly with her, to understand her, to subdue
her, and to be blessed by her. Go away, man;
learn something, do something, understand something,
and let me hear no more of your dullness."
Our Society will, I hope, long continue to exist

for the promotion of its high aims and objects,
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for I am persuaded, as I think we all are, that, in the

active pursuit of scientific work and in the spread of
scientific knowledge, lies, not merely the hope of a constant increase in the physical resources of mankind,
but also the rich "promise and potency" of future
intellectual and moral well-being.
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